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Rivals: Episode Three
This is Episode Three of a completed three
part serial stuffed with a big sexy bear, a
billionaire vampire, and some steamy
menage action! Kimberly Nolan, a BBW
with a spunky attitude and a heart of gold,
lives in a world where everyone knows
vampires and shifters exist. Something
not many people know? That a shifter and
a vampire can imprint on the same woman.
That woman? Kimberly.
It was a
position she never imagined herself in. It
was also a dangerous game to be playing,
she was captured and being held as bait
because of it. Meanwhile, Xavier is finally
getting revenge for his sister, but not
everything is black and white. Can Gaige
and Xavier figure things out before its too
late? And will they even be able to work
together well enough to save Kimberly?
When this much chemistry is involved,
explosions are bound to happen. **This
steamy hot BBW Paranormal Shape Shifter
Romance contains explicit sexual scenes. It
also marks the end of Season One. Theres
no cliffhanger in this episode.**
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